One key issue of seafloor observatory network is to ensure that the whole system operates normally when some equipment failure exists. Branch Unit can cut off the connection between the failure parts and the backbone network automatically and protect other equipment of the network from the impact of equipment failure. This paper proposes a design of the Branch Unit. The Branch Unit uses zener diode to provide power for the control circuits and constructs DWDM system with the help of the OADM. One Branch Unit model was built in this paper. Experiments verify the principle and functions of the Branch Unit and prove the feasibility of the design. The design provides a reference for the realization of the seafloor observatory network.
. The structure of Branch Unit system
Hardware Design Of Branch Unit

A. Design of communication portion
In order to improve the reliability of the Branch Unit, the Branch Unit does not have a power transformer. Thus, the communication section of the Branch Unit should select the passive OADM. OADM is one of the key components of the DWDM optical network. This is a type of optical node, which is generally used for the construction of optical telecommunications networks. OADM mainly includes the fiber grating and the optical circulator that achieve the required optical add/drop function. "Add" and "drop" here refer to the capability of the device to add one or more new wavelength channels to an existing multi-wavelength WDM signal, and/or to drop (remove) one or more channels, passing those signals to another network path.
B. Design of power supply portion
The design lifetime of seafloor observatory network is generally more than 25 years, so Branch Unit must be extremely reliably. In order to improve the Branch Unit reliability, and simplify the Branch Unit design, shore station outputs different voltages to communicate with Branch Unit.
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Power supply system of seafloor observatory network has five basic operating modes: startup mode, normal operation mode, failure mode, fault location mode, and fault isolation mode [7] .The Branch Unit switching circuit is autonomous and mainly works in startup mode, normal mode and fault isolation mode. According to different voltage values, Branch Unit enters different operation modes.
Branch Unit system mainly includes control circuit, startup circuit, zener diode, latch-type vacuum switch, and so on. This paper selects ultra-low-power CC2530 single-chip microcomputer as the processor. The CC2530 chip integrates 8-channel 14-bit A/D to imitate digital conversion, which could accept single-ended and differential input. So, it is easy to collect measurement signal of current and voltage.
C. The design of startup circuit Figure 3 .
Startup circuit
The function of the startup mode is to close all vacuum switches to start the entire seafloor observatory network in normal operation mode. The output voltage of shore station is lower than +5kV in startup mode which is negative 10kV in normal operation mode. The main components of the startup circuit are shown in Figure 3 . The main components are latch-type vacuum switch, Silicon Diode for Alternating Current (SIDAC), a resistance, bypass capacitor, etc. Assume that the shore station is on the left side of the startup circuit. Because the voltage is positive, the bypass capacitor at the left side vacuum switches charges. When the voltage across the bypass capacitor exceeds the trigger voltage of the SIDAC, the bypass capacitor discharges its energy. The current flows through closed solenoid C1 and C3, so the vacuum switches S1 and S3 are closed. After S1 closes, the S2 and S4 also close. The current reaches next Branch Unit; the startup circuit repeats the same startup procedures until all the Branch Units are closed. The total startup time of a Branch Unit is 500ms. Startup time is determined by the size of the capacitor and the current limiting resistor. After all the vacuum switches closed, seafloor observatory network is connected, and the system begins to work properly. In addition, the shore station voltage reaches to negative 10kV.
D. The design of CC2530 power
The construction cost of seafloor observatory network is high. It is also difficult and expensive to maintain seafloor observatory network. In order to reduce the design cost of Branch Unit, the Branch Unit does not have a power transformer. The zener diodes supply power for controller CC2530. A zener diode is a diode which allows current to flow in the forward direction in the same manner as an ideal diode, but will also permit it to flow in the reverse direction when the voltage is above a certain value known as the breakdown voltage. When the voltage reaches the breakdown voltage, a reversebiased zener diode will exhibit a controlled breakdown and allow the current to keep the voltage across the zener diode close to the zener breakdown voltage. Therefore, the zener diode is used as a voltage reference element, or a voltage stabilizer. Zener diodes can be used to output a stabilized voltage with low ripple under varying load current conditions. So zener diode can provide power for the controller. A zener diode with a zener breakdown voltage of 5.1V connects the transmission network in the reverse-biased direction, and will exhibit a voltage drop of very nearly 5.1V across a wide range of reverse currents. The control circuit could obtain stable 5V voltage though the 5V/5V voltage isolation module. The chip IMP1117-3.3 transforms 5V to 3.3V for controller power supply. Power section circuit is shown in Figure 4 . Power section circuit
E. The design of voltage and current measurement
The zener diode provides power for Branch Unit, but its power is too limited to drive current sensors and voltage sensors. Therefore, resistance divider voltage method and sampling resistance method are used to measure cable voltage and able current respectively. Because the seafloor observatory network operating voltage is negative 10kV, this paper chooses Precise Cermet Trimmer Potentiometers to divide voltage. Otherwise, auxiliary voltage-sharing capacitors are used to make the voltage distribution uniform. The sampling resistance measurement is simple in structure, is easy to install and also is not affected by external interference. Since the resistor is connected in series to the circuit, in order to monish power loss, this design should select the smallest resistance in the case of ensuring measurement accuracy. This design reduces the cost of the Branch Unit, simplifies the circuit design, and improves the stability of the Branch Unit.
F. The design of relay switching circuit
Branch Unit adopts twin coil latching relay to control the backbone power supply circuit and branch power supply circuit. Panasonic DE1a-L2-5V relay switch was used in the experiment. Its relay switch has two operating solenoids; one for closing and one for opening. Self-locking function of relay switch further reduces the power consumption of Branch Unit. In the process of seafloor observatory network startup, the relay switch is closed when the current flows in closing solenoid. In the fault isolation mode, the controller in each Branch Unit uses an isolation algorithm to determine the fault location. The CC2530 chip has two high drives general I/O port P1.0 and P1.1 whose drive capability can reach 20mA. The two I/O port connect with chip ULN2803 that could stable drive relay solenoid. ULN2803 has the eight NPN Darlington connected transistors in this family of arrays. The ULN2803 is designed to be compatible with standard TTL families. Collector output current can reach 500mA. One end of the load of the relay solenoid is normally connected to the power supply, and the other end is normally connected to a ULN2803 output terminal.
G. The software design of Branch Unit
Seafloor observatory network has a perfect Power Monitoring and Control System (PMACS) to ensure that the system can operate stably. PMACS integrates a number of system analysis tools, such as State Estimation, Topology Identification, and Fault Location, and monitors the seafloor observatory network in a real-time environment [8] . When fault occurs, the PMACS goes into the fault locating mode. Then PMACS estimates the voltage that shore station need to output based on the different fault position.
The cable fault is in the branch cable and backbone cable. In the fault isolation mode, shore station outputs voltage less than the starting voltage -5.2kV of the DC-DC transformer. This moment, the current only exists in cable fault place. So, the controllers of Branch Unit can judge which branch cable has fault based on current flow. And then the control disconnects relay switch to isolate the fault. Backbone cable fault model is shown in Figure 5 . The short circuit fault appears between Branch Units B and C. The shore station is at the left of Branch Unit A. The current flows from Branch Unit A to B, so V A > V B . Branch Unit delay time is determined by the measuring voltage and the assumed time constant, as T = V * λ. Thus, the Branch Unit B closest to the fault will open switch first. After the faulty cable is isolated from the network, the Branch Unit A will be out of the fault isolation mode. If Branch Unit B fails to open switch, the current will flow the Branch Unit A. Branch Unit A will react in the same way. Program flow of Branch Unit fault isolation model is shown in Figure 6 . 
Backbone cable model
Branch Unit System Test
The low voltage Branch Unit was designed based on the above-mentioned principle (Figure 7) . Instead of the actual high voltage power supply, DC 600 voltage power supply is used in lab environment. RS232 serial interface is used to show working mode of the Branch Unit.
The main objectives of the lab tests were: to test that the zener diode could provide power for Branch Unit circuit; to test that the capacitor is charged to the break over voltage of the SIDAC and the vacuum switches are closed; to test that the Branch Unit could change automatically work modes according to the different voltages ( Figure 8 ); to test that Branch Unit could disconnect vacuum switch in the fault isolation mode.
Conclusion
This paper describes the general structure and important components of the Branch Unit that could be used in seafloor observatory network. The Branch Unit has two portions: the communication portion and the power supply portion. The Branch Unit that can be used in low voltage is designed. The experiment realizes the basic function of the Branch Unit and verifies its practicality and reliability. These works make it easy to design Branch Unit under high voltage. 
